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“The basis of probability-based random sampling is that every 
member of the popula8on must have a known, non-zero 
chance of being selected….Sampling error results from 
collec8ng data from some rather than all members of the 
popula8on and is highly dependent on the size of the 
sample.”* [Italics added] -- Pew Research




Construct a sampling distribu8on of sample means
Describe the implica8ons of the Central Limit Theorem
Use z-values to find probabili8es of obtaining possible sample 




Sampling Error (One more +me)
Sta$s$c ≠ Parameter





Sampling Distribu4on of X7












































Here are the 10 samples with their X8
7
Sample Points X
Washington/Adams 34, 8 21
Washington/Jefferson 34, 22 28
Washington/Madison 34, 14 24
Washington/Monroe 34, 12 23
Adams/Jefferson 8, 22 15
Adams/Madison 8, 14 11
Adams/Monroe 8, 12 10
Jefferson/Madison 22, 14 18
Jefferson/Monroe 22, 12 17







The 10 Samples and their means
8
Sample Points X
Washington/Adams 34, 8 21
Washington/Jefferson 34, 22 28
Washington/Madison 34, 14 24
Washington/Monroe 34, 12 23
Adams/Jefferson 8, 22 15
Adams/Madison 8, 14 11
Adams/Monroe 8, 12 10
Jefferson/Madison 22, 14 18
Jefferson/Monroe 22, 12 17



















Variability in popula+on is greater 
than the sample








Population 34 8 26
Sample 28 10 18
10
Clear-Sighted Sta.s.cs
Central Limit Theorem (CLT)





History of the CLT 
First proven in 1810 by 
Pierre-Simon Laplace





Key implica+ons of the CLT
Sampling distribu:ons of the sample 
mean become more normally 
distributed as the sample size 
increases
When the popula:on is normally 
distributed, the sampling 
distribu:ons of the sample mean will 
follow a normal distribu:on
When the popula:on is symmetrical, 
but not normally distributed, the 
sampling distribu:on of the sample 
means will emerge with a sample size 
as small as 10
When the popula:on is skewed, the 
normal shape of the sampling 
distribu:on will emerge with a 








Based on the CLT
Samples of 30 or 
more are large 
enough to apply the 
CLT
We can assume the 
sample data follows 
normal distribu=on 
























Parts of the sample formula for z
18
Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)*
Sampling Error
σX = σ n






Structure of this formula is very 
important
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